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The ExoGRAVITY Large Progam: follow-up observations of previous detections
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Dynamical mass measurement in the beta Pic system



Deuterium burning in HD 206893 c



Looking for Gaia planets with optical interferometry?

GAIA + GRAVITY offers new opportunities for planet detection

110.24C1 • Probing the deuterium burning mass transition of forming exoplanets at au scales 6

Figures

Fig.1 On the superior capabilit ies of GRAVITY for high-cont rast imaging at close-in separat ions. (upper

left) Detection space of Gaia, coronagraphic imaging (“ Classical imaging” ), and GRAVITY on a companion mass

versus semi-major axis diagram. GRAVITY can access less massive planets at closer semi-major axis, gett ing close

to the peak Gaia sensit ivity. (upper right) The targets of this proposal situated on an e↵ective temperature versus

semi-major axis diagram. (bottom left) Detection space in terms of companion/ star flux ratio in the near IR and

angular separation of coronagraphic imaging on 8-10m telescopes and GRAVITY. GRAVITY can access closer-in

separations to the stars compared to current coronagraphic imaging facilit ies, making it better suited for achieving

the science goals of this program. (bottom right) Evolution of the exposure time required for detection of a

companion vs. its K-band apparent magnitude based on GRAVITY observations (see Target selection).

Fig.2 Illust rat ion of the success of our observat ional st rategy to search for Gaia companions on HD206893

(private comm.). A secondary companion on a closer-in orbit with respect to the known imaged outer companion

was suspected because the stellar proper motion anomaly was incompatible with the measured properties of the

outer companion (Grandjean et al. 2019). The two RA-DEC panels show as red and black dots the orbital

predictions for two di↵erent families of solutions. Overimposed to the left panel are the search areas for the
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A new observational domain Rare new objects Using educated guess from Gaia


